Top crypto/USD
ISIN: CH0596609328

Buy crypto like you buy stock! Bitstocx Top crypto gives you the ability to enjoy the performance of
cryptocurrencies directly from your bank without the need of another account or a crypto wallet. Bitstocx
created a clever mix of the top performing crypto: BTC (50%) - BCH (15%) - ETH (20%) - LTC (15%).
HOW TO BUY BITSTOCX Top crypto/USD
You need to connect Bitstocx to your bank account:
Find the ISIN code of the fund.
For Top crypto/USD use CH0596609328
Email or call your bank/broker and send
the ISIN code
Send the order with amount you wish to
buy

PRODUCT DETAILS
ISIN

CH0596609328

Swiss Security
Number

59660932

Investment min.

10,000 USD

Entry fee

2%

Management fee

2.50% p.a.

Lock up period

None

UNDERLYING
Underlying

Bitcoin (50%)
Bitcoin Cash (15%)
Ether (20%)
Litecoin (15%)

Reference source

Bitstamp

GENERAL INFORMATION
Issuer

Leonteq Securities AG, Zurich, Switzerland
(Rating: Fitch BBB- with stable outlook, JCR
BBB+ with stable outlook, Supervisory
Authority: FINMA)

Calculation agent

Leonteq Securities AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Paying agent

Leonteq Securities AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Clearing

SIX SIS Ltd, Euroclear, Clearstream

Depository

SIX SIS Ltd,

Settlement type

CASH

Market performance of Top Crypto

1 month

3 months

12 months

All

27.28%

79.94%

814.55%

52,912.4%

For more information about our solutions for cryptocurrencies access, email us at contact@bitstocx.com or visit
www.bitstocx.com
Discover more on www.bithovencapital.com

Top crypto/USD
ISIN: CH0596609328

About crypto
A cryptocurrency, broadly defined, is a type of currency that exists on a distributed
and decentralized ledger and is represented by tokens or "coins." Furthermore, after
Bitcoin's launch over a decade ago, the field of cryptocurrencies has grown
significantly, and the next great digital token may be revealed tomorrow.
A cryptocurrency is considered centralized if it is minted or produced prior to
issuance, or if it is issued by a single issuer. Each cryptocurrency, when implemented
with decentralized control, uses distributed ledger technology, usually a blockchain, to
act as a public financial transaction database.

Projection
Cryptocurrency market capitalization, investor interest, and institutional coverage
have all increased dramatically. The cryptocurrency market appears to be the
beginning of a new age of investing. Cryptocurrencies are expected to continue to
develop due to the plethora of emerging technologies that it employs and its
applications in a variety of industries.

Cryptocurrencies in the press

Feb 6, 2021
“Growing list of billion-dollar crypto ‘unicorns’ suggest the best is yet to come”

April 12, 2021
“Cryptocurrency will grow in value because it will grow in popularity.”

March 24, 2021
“Cryptocurrency is on the rise again as interest in it continues to soar.”

The cryptocurrencies market
$2 trillion
All the world's crypto is now worth
more than $2 trillion

5th
Crypto is now the world’s fifth-most
circulated currency by value

30%
The global cryptocurrency
market is forecast to expand
30% until 2026

106M
Around 106 million people are now using
cryptocurrencies around the world

For more information about our solutions for cryptocurrencies access, email us at contact@bitstocx.com or visit
www.bitstocx.com
Discover more on www.bithovencapital.com

